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THREATENED
TO KILL SEARS
'THIS

CHARGE

• PAY

SEARS MAKES AGAINST MILTON BROOKS, THE COLORED
AND

BRICK

MASON, OF THIS CITY.. .

11A6ISTRATES COURT
AT WOODVILLE TODAY
Referee

Yesterday

Bagby

Took

Evidence in Action Where Creditors Except
Catherine

to

Hessig

Claim' of

Mrs.

Against

Her

Bankrupt Son, Dr. Herman Heesig.

I

HERE.

CHAUTAUQUA OPENING LAST
NIGHT DREW 1,500 PEOPLE

'the Retail Merchants •Kept Open
Last Night For Railroad Trade.

CONSTABLE

POLITICIAN

CAR

Milton Brooks, the colored politician and bricklayer, yesterday went
.up against the wrong proposition and
is now under arrest in Justice
-Charles Emery's court on the charge
•ot resisting an officer, Constable
Sears. The magistrate, will try the
.proceeding next Monday morning and
it looks as if Broereirli 'in deep.
Fred Schiffman, the plumbing contractor, claims Brooks owes him $3
for some plumbing work done, but
will not pay the account. Schiffman
iled an attachment suit yesteraay in
the court of Squire Emery, who
issued papers which were turned over
to Constable Shelton. The latter
wont to Brooks' house on South
Seventh street and finding a bicycle
thern started to levy upon it and
take possession. Brooks became inSuriated, and the constable claima
started to assault him, when Mr.
Shelton warned him against doing
anything of that kind. The negrs
then rushed inside the house, got
a shotgun and coming out, threatened
to kill the constable if he took the
wheel. Mr. Shelton did not desire
to have any trouble, so notifying tha
darky that the bike was levied upon
he left the wheel with Brooks and
came down to the office of Magistrate Emery and gut a warrant,
charging Brooks with resisting an
officer and threatening to kill him
These papers were
put in the
hands of Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers,
who caught Brooks on Fourth street
near the former's office, and placed
him under arrest. The negro was
taken inside the office and jabbered
and protested while :he deputy was
reading the warrant to him The accused wanted to run things, but
when Deputy Rogers drew his fist
back to knock several teeth down
Brook's throat, the latter quickly
cioved his mouth tight as a clam and
became very submissive.
Brooks
then furnished bond for his trial next
Monday before the magistrate.
Brooks is quite a politician among
the negroes, and has been one of
Frank Fisher's colored Republican
henchmen.
Court at Woodville.
Lawyer David Cross goes down to
Woodville today to. defend a young
fellow named Harrell whose case
comes up before Justice Knott for
'trial. It is claimed that Harvell
fired his revolver promiscuously on
public highway, while shooting at
some animal.
In this court there also comes up
warrants
today
against
several
young men charged with reckless
firing of their postols. Several nights
ago the party of young fellows went
to the house of a newly married
couple to give them a "oilivari,`
when one of the eelebrants fired his
pistol through VW wfndow ThT the
residence.

The Illinois Central railroad pay
ear ro•ived yest2reay to pay off the
employes, and as result the mercanTHE FEATURES YESTERDAY AFTERNOON AND
EVENING
tile establishments kept open last
WERE
OF
STANDAliD,
AND
A
HIGH
THOROUGHLY
ENesoning for accommodation of the
JOYED BY THE HUNDREDS WHO PRONOUNCE ENTERnilroad trade. Tonight being Saturday night, the retail storts remain
TAINMENT ONE OF' FINEST EVER
ATTENDED—CAPT.
opsii
Lt.:. it la noi. the usual
kiCrisals.1) PEARSON HOBSON WILL ARRIVE TOMORROW
second night open for the railroaders,
MORNING.
bgcause the Retail Isfierchants. Ass-aciation have decided to keep open just
on night hereafter for benefit of theThe spring chautauqua promoters successful affair, as Mr. Shaw says
railroaders.
tave every reason to be more than Ids many years experience has shown
gratified at the success of the open- him, that if he can get a 1,5oo crowd
BUYS BACK BABE SHE
SOLD TO CHEAT WOLF. ing day yesterday for this event, as out the opening night, it is only a
Des Moines, Ia., June 15.—A trans- 'everything went off nicely and the matter of one or two days, until this
keups
action through which a Des Moines ctowd was immense, especially last crowd is just doubled, and
three-year-old boy has been repur- evening when fully 1,5oo people were increasing as the days go by. Of
chased by his mother from a family cut underneath the huge auditorium course the largest assemblages are
to which she sold her offspring , tent hearing the Lady Washington expected at night, because everybody
when pressed for money was dis- $ quartette and Herbert Leon Cope,the csnnot get away from their homes
closed by a humane society investiga- 'iatter with his execellent humorous and business during the clay.
lecture on "The Smile That Won't
than here yesterday.
The program for today is as folWear Off." Each feature was thorlows.
who
the
hearers
enjoying
to
ough!),
were held in delighted attention for
County, 16 years old and under
over two hours.
admitted free.

I

JUDGE LEWIS

i

When the rain began falling short- 10 30 Lecture, "Telepathy"
ly after noon the promoters became
Dr. StanleyL Krebs.
IS BROUGHT INTO THE HAR. discouraged for the opening day's
-.00 Hpmorous Lecture
/lancets, but despite this seve at
GIS CASE BY ?dOSE
Herbert Leon Cope.
hundred people braved the elements. 400 Concert
NER.
Frsident John S. Bleesgker dliverel
. Lady Washington Quartet.
the address of welcome. He was fol- 7:30 Concert
lowed by Dr. J. Robert Coleman,
Lady Washington Quartet.
Barrister Mimed to Try Alleged
who is chairman of the
program 8:oo An Evening of Magic
Murderer Is Charged With Hav- consufttee, and showed the work acRobert Wassmann, Magician.
ing Knowledge of Plot to Kill complished by that body of well
known citizens. Mr. James H. Shaw, Col. W. J. Ham, the great lecturer,
Marcum.
the big chautauqua man who is here will arrive here tomorrow afternooti
from Bloomington, Ill., then outlined at i o'clock over the N., C. dr St. L.
the program and plan for the gath- railroad, from his home in GainesGa. He makes his first appearJackson, Ky., June is.—One of the ering, explaining in 1 every entertaii.- ance
Monday
evening at 8 o'clock, at
g
manner
th,t
object
of
the
affair,
most damaging statements in connecv.hich time he lectures on "The
and
dwelling
upon
the
accomplishtion with the Hargis trial and perelsewhere.
The
closing Snollygoster in Politcis." He is on
haps the moss sensational yet made ments
feature
for
the
afternoon
was
the the program for only two addresses
in regard to the Breathitt county assassinations, was made to the Lou- address on "Two Snakes In Eden" the second being 2 o'clock Tuesday
isville Herald correspondent by Most by Dr. Stanley L. Krebs, who proved afternoon when his subject is "Old
; highly entertaining speaker of Times In Dixie." He is one of the
Feltner today.
ciepth and superior educational at- greatest in the country, and
Feltner charges In Isis statement tenoment s.
possible will be gotten for a talk
that Judge Lewis, who presided at.
Tuesday ainter noon during the "Home
Last evifing early hundrds began Coming Day" exercises at the park.
the hearing of the motion for bail
for Jim Hargis, had knowledge of flocking out to the park and shortly
This evening 'at 7:30 o'clock Vs'al
the aHeged plots on the life of J. B. about r,5oo people were there. Judg•
tr.g from the laudatory expressions, lace Bruce Amsburg will arrive from
Nfltiroum.
they were more than fully repaid for tnicago. At 4 o'clock tomorrow
lie said that Judge Lewis was his'the
trip. The evening opened with afternosn he gives his reading on
counsel during the special June term
several fine vocal selections from the "The Bronsons." He appears again
of the Breathitt circuit court in 1902
Lady Washington quartette, and they Monday afternoon, Tuesday evening,
when he was tried for the killing of
showed
themselves finished artists and Wednesday evening.
Jesse Feilchs, and that he was in Jackfrom
a
musical standpoint,"- the enson to defend him. He said that, the
Captain Richmond,-Person Hobson
night be and Abner Smith and Tom cores supplying the audience with wires he will arrive here at 8 o'clock
Then tomorrow morning, by way of Cairo
White were to go to the rock quarry many additional renditions.
and lay if% wait for Marcum, he was the Cope lecture occurred and it was He appears only once, at a o'clock to.
sent for by Hargis to come to the of- grand indeed.
morrow afternoon, and will lecture
One beatuy about the chautauqua upon a subject to be announced after
fice in the store before going to he
nonrry. Feltner saii/ he believed thai is that the night sessions close in he arrives.
Hargis and Callahan suspicted him time to let the people get back to the
Mr. Cope gives another humorous
of playing the part of a traitor and city shortly after to
o'clock, and
this is a desired feature, becatisse lecture this afternoon at a o'clock
that they meant to ktIllnt
hundreds are kept away from attrac- and then tonight goes to Henderson
He said he went to Judge Lewis tions simply
because they do not care to appear at the chautauqua there.
and told him of his fear and that I to
remain up until late of evenings. He does not come back, and may be
during his talk with Judge Lewis he.
The management requests everybods called to his home as only a few
detailed as. him the plots made to start
arly, because the program days ago his mother was stricken
against Marcum. He said Judge,
begins each evning promptly at 7:3 with apoplexy and is in a serious
store'
Hargis
the
Lewis walked to
o'clock, and will not be deviated condition.
with him. and that Lewis' tried to
from.
The Lady Washington quartette
buildbe
enter
persuade him not to
This is the first chautauqua ever remains here for five days, when they
ing.
held here, and many people could be then go to Henderson for a stay.
Feltrver said that during the talk hard last night to express their utThe celebrated magician, Robert
with Judge Lewis before he entered' most satisfaction upon the character Wasaman, has been at the Henderthe stone he lookel up to the office'of entertainment which is new and a son chautauqua, but comes here this
and saw that the curtain w 3es raised novelty for this vicinity, and thor- evening at 6 o'clock, and makes his
He says be told oughly enjoyable and elevating from first appearance tonight at 8 o'clock.
several inches.
TIMIS to stand where he sould sec an educational and instructive stand Ile appears only once, tomorrow
the curtain, anri that ii after a few point. Every indication is for a most morning going to Chicago.
minutes he flaw the 'curtain II:mere/I
'he could lest aitured that no harm
could come to him, but that if be would hear the crack of revolvers he Judge Lewis' testimony was not
would know that some one beside deedkid.
himself was shot, as it was his intenFeltner said also that Jim Hargi
Barker gives $260oo liabilities, and tion to shoot Hargis o: Callahan.
had Judge Lewis summoned during
no assets.
Ft-Cotner said that he soon learned the trial in Lexington for the Cockrill
W. R. MIntgomery, lridge carpen. after getting inside the office mat he murder to inspeia.ch his
(Feltner's)
ter for the railroad, has filed a bank- had not been suspected, and calling testimony, but that Lewis sent word
rept's petition, giving $200 liabilities the attention of those in the flown 'by Felix Felons that he could not
and no assets.
to the condition of the curtain step- impeach Mose Feltner. as he believed
Benton Court.

Judge Reed has returned from
Benton where he finished with the
Referee tagby of the bankrupt petit jury and dismissed the jurors
court yesterday consumed much' time Thursday. It took him only four
taking evidence in the cue when days to dispose of the criminal acMrs. Catherine Hessig pins in a tons before him and the petit jurors
claim of about $17,isoo againstheor were released, while the grand jury
son, Dr. Herman T. Hessig, in the is the only body now in session. It
Iatter's bankrupt suit. Other &sill-. continues until next Wednesday.
-tors contend the mother's claim is
The most important case on the
not the amount she asserts, and ex- criminal docket was that charging J.
cept to her being allowed that Much C. Carmen, white, with detaining his
cut of the assets of the bank- own daughter at their home near
rupt son. After taking testimony, Gilberts's-Me. The Jury gave him
the referee set next Monday as the seven years in the penitentiary fos
day for receiving more ctidenoe:.,
this offense, and then six months
More for trying to burn the Benton
• Petition in Bankruptcy.
jail while he was confined there
• Ernest Barker, Ilagman for the awaiting trial.
Illinois Central railroad, yesterday
fled a petition in bankruptcy with
—Mrs. James Bresnell, wife of tit
Clerk John R. Puryear of the branch merchants' police, is quite ill at her
office for the United States court, home on Kentucky avenue.
Mother's Claim.

down. Feltner said the next morning
Judge Lewis refused to further represent him and returned to his home
in Leslie county.
Ile said he related all of the circumstances of this incident to Mrs.
Marcum and her attorneys, and

FLOWER PARADE THE CROWNING SPECTACULAR
FEATURE OF THE HOME-COMING FESTIVITIES

.•=•••••••••••••

Relative of New York Financier Will
Be Buried By County.

OF

WOODEN
'
TNE WORLD

Toledo, 0., June 15.—James Sage,
cousin of Russell Sage, the New
York financier, died here today in
abject poverty. He was an inmate of ANNUAL MEMORIAL
MM.
1-:e county infirmary for some time,
MONIES
CONDUCTED
BY.
but a few years ago he made himself
known to his New York er 9:in, who
THESE LODGES ONE WEEK
Lent him s c1; e .
AFTERa year. The dead man will be buried
bysthe county.
NOON AT OAK GROVE: :
BURTON RESUMES PRACTICE
OF LAW IN KANSAS.
Ottawa, Kas., June 15.—Former
Senator Joseph R. Burton has reslimed the practice of law, and yesterday acted as the attorney for the
defense in an assault case at I.yndon,
The Knights of Columbus Have PreKas.
pared For Their Big Initiatory
SUBSTANCE SIMILAR TO
Gathering to Be Held One Week
RADIUM IS DISCOVERED
From Tomorrow At the
Red
Rome, *June 15.—Professor Batteili,
of the University of Pisa, has disMen's Hall.
covered a substance which is similar
to radium, but which is said to have
much more powerful properties.
The Woodmen of the
World
lodges of this city have decided upon
oae week from tomorrow as the time
fr holding their annual memorial ex4
ercises, commemorative of their dead
brethren. The ceremonies were intended for several weeks ago, but had
HICKMAN, KY..
NAMED AS to be postponed because the lodges
PLACE FOR HOLDING MIS-.!could not procure a band of music
at that time, all the musicians being
SIONARY CONFERENCE.
engaged.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS HOLD
SERVICE JUNE 24, C. P. CHURCH

CLOSED

The program shows that Jersey
camp will meet at its hall on Third
Ws. J. C. Ottinger of Memphis and Elizabeth streets at one o'clock
Tam., Was Chosen The Presideat that afternoon, march in a body to
Fourth and Broadway where the
For Ensuing Year.
(dive camp joins them.
All then
sroceed afoot to the Oak Grove
cemetery, beaded with a bras, band,
Yesterday the ladle* brought to a
for the ceremonies.
close th annual conference for the
W. R. Parker of Jersey camp will
missionary socials, of the Memphis
be master of ceremonies, while Al
conference, M. E. church, South
Johnsick of Olivecamp is captain of
The closing features were reading of
the
day. On arriving at the cemetery
reports, election of officers, selection
'of the next place of gathering, and the clerks of the camps read the list
lot dead who have expired during /tits
minor details.
last year. The graves of all these
Hicicman and McKenzie were the
departed brethren are then decorated
only places nominated for the next
with beautiful flowers. Hog Albert
meeting plate, and' the former chosen
Barkley, county attorney, will then
by a large vote.
'
deliver the general eulogistic actelection of officers the dress, while Attorney David Cross
in the
former treasurer, Mks. J. C. Ottinger Ispeaks the oration for the Woodmen,
was choices by almost a unanimous and lawyer Wheeler Campbell the
vote. She is of Memphis, Tenn., and oration for the ladies' circle, which
one of the ablest workers in the closes the exercises,
conference. The newly elected officiIt is expected that quite a large
als are:
crowd will come from several sur--=
Mk-s. J. C. Ottinger, Memphis rounding cities to participate in the
president; Mrs. Thome B. King gathering.
M)emphis, first vice president; MT'S,
G. WI Wilson, second vice president;
Knights of Pythias.
Mrs. W. A. Truman, third vice presi- The Knights of Pythias of this city
dent; Miss Laura litrandford, cor- are now getting ready for their ansecretary, Mrs. T. W
responding
nual services that will be conducted
Neal, recording secretary; Mira, B one
week from tomorrow at the Cumtreasurer.
L Bs-ands,
berland Presbyterian
church, at
District secretaries: Mrs. H. F which time Rev. Eshman will preach
Crawford, Memphis; Miss Mary Sue to them. The lodge meets tomorrow
Thydor, Brownsville; Mrs. WSIliam evening at its hall
on Broadway near
Henry, Dytrsburg ;Mrs. Hattie HolFifth street, and at that time a
City;
Union;
Fair,
Jackson;
Miss
land,
committee will be chosen to arrange
Mks, S. C. Dobbins, Paris; Mrs.Julia
for the occasion, at which time the
treasurers:
District
Paducah.
Myles,
trethren assemble at their hall in full
Mrs. L. H. Estes, Memphis; Mrs.Ca
uniform and proceed afoot to the
Barbee
R.
C.
Mrs.
Brownsville;
pelt,
Dyers/burg; Mrs. R. F. Phillips', Jaclo- church in a body. A fine orchestra
son; Mrs. W. W. Cowden, Union will furnish music for the ceremonies
at thechurch, and an interisting proCity; Mrs. F. M. Van Cleve, Paris; gm
rendered.
Paducah.
Dunn,
Frank
Mrs.
The departed brethren for whom
•
the ceremonies are conducted are as
follows:

OFF FOR FISH

Mangum Lodge No. 21.

MANAGERS ABBOTT AND LAGERWAHL ME THEMSELVES
TO LAKE.
issosissio
Manager Charles J. Abbott, of
foil.
Nashville, Tenn., office
AmeriCan Express company, will
live today to visit Manager J.

the
the
arF.

two then go for a several days stay
fin,hing and hunting over at the
Illinois lakes opposite here. Mr.
Abbott was for years agent here, and
also route agent out of here and
one of the company's b•st known
seen who is always warmly greeted
by his friends. Mrs. laserwahl and
non Maurice, returned .iFt evening
from visiting Mks. 'Abbott at Nub-

Open
Louisville, June r5.—The crownspectacular trioniph of the Homecoming festivities was achieved today when the floral parade, composed
of entries that classed all the way
from pony carts to heavy touring
automobiles, passed in a brilliant and
imposing pageant Ithrough the principal business streets, and then proceeded out Third avenue to Hill
street thence to Central park, where

0'
•44 1"

Feltner said that in the face of this
knowledge on the part of Judge Lewis he permitted Hargis to testify that
Feltner had never been in the upstairs office of the Hargis store.
•Hargis was released by Judge Lewis on a $15,000 bond today.

SAGE'S COUSIN DIES PAUPER

powntown

Miss Edna Seiler was crowned queen
• The work of getting the building
of the parade.
Broadway in good condition is
Nearly one hunderd entires wheel- at 430
progressing nicely, and just as soon
Main
at
Eighth
and
line
into
ell
manufactured
especially
streets when the starting order was as the
arrive the
Under smiting skies, and office fixture% and furniture
given.
jointly
by the
be
used
will
place
with just etunsgth of a breeze -to lend
edhilarstion to the throngs that downtown ticket and freight office
watched the pageant as i.t wound its for the N., C de St. L. 'railroad,
dazzling way through the streets, the while the Southern Express commoving nosegays proceeded alAng pany will move around from its prestheir route amid storms and cheers. ent quarters on South Third.

James C. Allcock, Francis M.
Bond, Charles 0. Church, Francis D.
Fleece, Chas M. Glass, Nat F. Harr on, Henry Heube, Paul Leisner,
john Niehaus, James E. Phelps,
James I- Robertson, Fred Seamon,
John W. Tabscott, Charles Williams.
J. E. Mason, Elihu Harris, John W
Amen, John A. Cutrell, Fred Fahlbrush, C. C. Geary, William Greif,
B. Mullins, Charles Niehaus. R. H.
Riggin, Louis Rudolph, Calvin C.
Smith, IT. E. Turner, Alex Wilson,
Ed Clark, James P. Birchett, Jacob
Christ, William M. Farrell, Francis
Greif, Frank Grimm, Adam Henneberger, Chas. F. Kotheimer, Adam
Neff, William Nokn, Charles Robinson, Fred Schroeder, Harry Snowden, Robert O. Wash, Phil,, D.
Yeiser and Frank Efinger.
Ingleside Lodge No. 195.
J. M. Armstead, J. M. Bigger, P.
G. Mi; Weston H. Bryan, Daniel
Forshee, E. B. Jones, Dr. Thomas
Rivers, John W. Sauner, H. H.
Stevens, Ross P. Ware, W. H. Willis,
H. C. Allison L. L. Passel!, Thos.
T. Ashbrook, Sam Brinkley, Cz;t1 P.
Cloud. W. II. Hems, H,tnry N
Yohn Ronan, Matthew Shaw, Z. G.
Tanzel, Edwin K. Wilson, Ira B.
Wolff, I. H. Rogers, Wm. Augustus,

/4

7
k.: T. Nelson, Charles Bachman,
James Polk Brooks, Len J. Faxon,
Holland, G. C. Plummer, Dr.
T.

Reuben Saunders, James B. Sleetto
A. J. Veal, P. G. M., George W. Wilcrx, J. C. Tully, Wm. Porteous and
lilt Ingrain.

FLUSHING
At
th
e
MACHINES

hurdles6E1 THROUGH
YOIIR CORRESFONDENCE
411a
14
.311

is in the city visiting o'clock Rev. Peter Fields baptizes the
his eon, Me. B. C. Duvall of Seventh balance of the converts by. immerand Boyd Streets, and will tomor- sion at
the foot or Ohio street in
row morning and evening preach at :tie Tennessee river.
At 7:45 o'clock
the Trimble 'street Mothodist church tomorrow
night
Rev. Davenport
for Rev. W. Wt Armstrong.- Rev. rreaches the,
final Sabbath warship.
Duval is presiding elder of the Meth- Monday
morning at 9:3o o'clock he
odist churcbes of the Louisville dis- fills
the pulpit, while at 4 o'clock that
trict and a widely known ntinister. 'afterno
on he preaches to children
caly.
Dr. Duvall

LOUIS
CONCERN
Odd Fellows Services.
WILL
The Odd Fellow lodges of this city STHAVE
ONE
HERE
NEXT
hold their annual memorial services
BY USING THE
MONDAY.
tomorrow atteriiOolfat -Oak Grove
cemetery, and it will be quite a large
effair witnessed by hundreds
of
people. The program teems with in- The Outfit is of the Kind That Cleans
teresting features, the arrangements
the Street by Flushing Dirt to One
bring made by Joseph E. Potter, S.
Second Baptist Church.
Stide With Water.
J. Price and William Morgan of
"Eternal
Punishment" will be
Mission Churches.
I.languni lodge, and J. M. Cockrell,
spoken on tomorrow morning at the
Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
W. H. Householder and V. E.
Thompson of Ingleside lodge.
Secretary James E. Wilhelm of the Siocond Baptist church by Rev E. II. Sunday school services will be lbeld
The Jersey lodge meets at Broad- board of public works, yesterday Cunningham, while his theme at the the mission Chiricetian church in Mefoot's hall on Third and Elizabeth morning received a letter from Secre- evening hour is "The Eternal: City." charricsburg. At 2:30 o'clock in the
afternoon Sunday school will be con streets, and marching down to the tary H. W. Anders of the Sanitary
German Lutheran.
ducted
at the Nbe thodist mission
fraternity building, join the Mangum street Flushing Machine •Company
Rev. T. C. Sorge of Millstadt, Ill, church on West Tennessee street
and Ingleside lodge members. Al! of St. Louis, wherein the letter stated
go to the foot of Broadway to meet that the, ruachine for Paducah was wit preach tomorrow evening at the, similar worship will b; held at .1
the Metropolis delegation coming up shipped yesterday and would arrive German Lutheran church on South o'clock- in the afternoon at,tbee North
to participate in the ceremonies. here about tomorrow by freight. At Fourth street. Titre remarks will be Twelfth street Baptist mission.
'Headed by their brass band the Odd the same time there will arrive one in the English language. There will
Tenth Street Christian.
Fellows then proceed to Oak Grove oi the company's expert machine be no services. in the morning. 1-k
elle pulpit for Rec. A., C. Illten
"Paul's First Missionary Journey"
cerbetery where at 3 o'clock the cer.:- men who will operate the outfit on fills
the pastor, who is away on his vaca• will be talked on tomorro
monies
w morning
commence, the
honor of the streets for a month, in order to titan.
by Rev. Bass at the Tenth street
decorating the graves of deceased show the board of works how it
Chrietian church. At the night hour
brethren, falling to the Daughters of works.
First Presbyterian.
'his/the
n* is'IRiiidemption." All internThe Rebekah.
Mr. Anders said that they had been
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First Pres- bers of the Sunday school are request
The program for the service is as delayed in shipping the machine on bow
Nu:,
shzir
Id hal ton
on willl preaee
i.laor: odtpo.
r yteriancrch
present at 9:30 o'clock
follows:
account of the railroad not having a
morning
Important.
6v
If any mission
flat car ready for them. The maOpening Ode, by Lodges.
,
Otite "The Coming of the King boxio
have not been handed in
chine now having been started on will be spoken of at night.
Prayer, by C. M. Thompson.
plase bring them. Invite your (rinds
Reading Memorial Proclamation its way he expects to have it in
to come.
by Bro. J. E. Potter.
operation on the streets by next MonPhilethea Club Elects.
Reading
Names
of
The Philethea club of the First
Deceased day or Tuesday.
Broadway Methodist.
Brothers, by Bro. C. B. Hatfield.
This company makes machines that Baptist church held a meeting 1 ast
Rev.
Mr.
Harris of Austin. Texas,
Hymn—"Nearer My God to Thee,' cleans the dirt from the streets by evening at the church and elected the
flushing it 40 one side by force of following officers; Mrs. Ruby Emery, is in• the city visiting his sister Mrs.
by Chiklren and Lodges.
'jlIiarn Young of West Broadway,
Memorial Address, by W. A. water.
;resident; Miss Ella Patterson. vice
and
will fill the pulpit at the BroadMr. Anders expressed a desire
Spence.
to president; Miss Katie Richardson.
Address on Fratrnity, by Calvin M. send one here for trlai, and if the secretary and Mrs. John Yancey, way Methodist church tomorrow
morning.
He lived in this city
city does not desire to purchase the treasurer.
Thompson.
These elective officers
twelve years ago. There will be no
Benediction, by Calvin M. Thontp• outfit, the only expense will be the compriee the cabinet that will select ,
•
J1 mice at the evening hour
as Pas cost of shippiig the machine here the appointive officers.
son.
tor T. J. Newell takes part in the
and back to the factory. If the
chautauqua worship at Wallace park
board concludes to buy, the factory
Knights of Columbus.
First Baptist
will make very liberal terms.
Rev Calvin Thompson will tomorThe Knights of Columbus of this
Made a D. D.
Another St. Louis concern selling mow morning at the First Baptist
city +save decided on June oath as this
character of cleaning machinery church preach on "The Second ComCI:Litwin
Rkee.
Thompson of Me
the date for initiating the large olass
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President Roosevelt in hip address
to the, graduates .of Geckiestown col
lege at 'Washington endeavored to
impress on the students thr importance of svar on vice and corruption.
•adinonisbed tho members of
thy;
. graduating class that while their
intellectual attainments would he a
great factor in the success of their
they conk' 'hope to accomplish
little of permanent value without the
highest attributes. of character. He
suggested that their individual triumphs were well enough, but unless
they were trumphs of real value to
the state and nation, they could not
be accounted as great.
The president urged the young men
to wage relentless war on vice and
corruption and dishonesty in every
walk of life, irrespective of the social
condition of the, disltonest map.
Governor Davidson at Madison
Wisconsin, gave out an interview
Thursday on the evils of watered
stock and wildcating and used vigorous language in denouncing tJhosa

Before an anSienve o; Ames stu• sWink,liff, Taylor and Wilhelm vseed '
has riot the mind or the wikitirsp;ihr 4;441iuttiouril strife, .until
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in hem by outsiders and lation- of the criminal classes,
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until
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himself.
He is a crintina0, but he Is *mould sell justice as cattle
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are sold
sion, delivered the annual commence- i board and she official in charge of
not a monster, for he has not the Ist‘the stockyard, until
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
every'criatinal
ment address, stated that a revolt : the market house, regard the stand 'wit for this. He
cannot, originaee istetswe he may not hide
behind
menaced the nation due to the dis- t.atihat Point as an obstruction and plots;
executers tete designs pre- fratsdlulent (returns from the party
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paned
by others. Shallow of mind primary or state elections,, we have
content that has been engendered by in iolation of the law. 'Phase facts
REGISTER rse.W1111PAPER CO.
IMIPeTfiehof nature, he yileds. no right to consider Kentucky a civconditions, and he poitesel-out the so-''have been published heretofore, yet
(Incorporated)
to the pressure of stronger men. It 'heed state. It is a feedhl
society
lution to be the same justice,for the the Sun to further its malice pub• is
easier to do their bidding than' which has lost that protection that
At Register Bulietrig. see Broadway.
trust magnate as for the perilest lisheaNdeleberate lie for the purpose to resist.
I feudalism gave to its retainers. It
Entered ate the postoffice of Paduman—imparsial justice. In
This is the tool who has "peached" is lase a eelf-teoeernina
: indicated. above, and which places it
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
eaneeeeite,
on the gang. His tale confirms fin- until men of vitAence fear the courts
sing the subject Mr. Shonts said:
on a level with its informant.
°My the testimony of Feltner and Forms of Saw take from the people
ersoo
"Oalm reasoning is' necessary to
One Year
Ewer,. Tire trial leads seel more mihiouu in taxis and give them tittle
Bee Months
2.30
meet and direct into safe channels
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clearly
to thoee 'whose puppet he in exchange.
Forma of law take
zas
Three Months
the spirit of discontent and revolt
wan.
(Courier-Journal.)
from the man the right to protect. his
.zo
One Week
That there are grave causes for it
own life and then throw him as a
The demands, It need cause no surprise that
can int be denied.
Curt The Court of Appeals
victim tO the Hargis Clan or to some
and
the
unreasonSunAnyone failing to receive this paper
hysterical
retorm,
and
for ,
'Jett has grown tired of playing the
other damnable Clan that can give
day Law.
regularly should report the matter to
many of them are, are we'll , part of scapegoat While the more
ing
1nenturity to its hirelings and put- the
The Register office at once. Telegrounded and must be heeded. The prominent and more powerful sharers
(Louisville Post.)
He of honest men in jeopardy.
phone Cumberland es&
evils complained of have come about of his guilt wAa unwhipt of justice
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because as a people we 'have drifted
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shortest
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sees them in the net' of the law to he unconstitutional. It ckolares
possible period of time. We must themselves, now that he feels that he fundher that the statute in
question 1
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powerful than the armies of Europe
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"When law is set aside for any i The story is a horrible one, but
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whit more horrible than it in considiering the unusual remedy
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According to Upton Sinclair, the
for it deals in cold facts, calmly and their service. There are railroads in elates the growth of socialistic ideas before it was thus pot into words of the Judges believe that the remedy c-a nned'iliqf label is often a tombthe state which were bonded for as the belief that rich and powerful by Jett. Nor
can it be discredited applied fa„bould. be granted( Three stone to the memory of the deceased.
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ing them of the evils that exist, and would protect the people of the state gent reader we leave the question the &ye when the pow_ere
as they "damn pie
The
t it is not time PM
to whether or
pointed out the
disaster to which Irons the schemes of promoters and as
only in Jackson, but at Frenkfortt ?statute enforcing Sunday observance
citizen
individual
every
and
eath
they will surely bring to the people those having stoat to sell to the for
tiers when those powers breh ruled lia5 already been sustained. Section
should put an to take a stand for the strict observthe courts of Breathitt and dictated teoe the court declares is an exerSire-hended and alone we have public. Such a as
end to 'wildcatting' in this ?mate at ance of tube law,
demand honesty legislation at the Capitol, and when CIfir of the police power of the state,
stood in thi9 city and championed the
least."
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in all of our dealings and to apply the Courier-Journal. single voiced clerkly within the discretion of this
cause of the people against the most
Judge Kyle, Of Kansas City, de
the
law to all dishonest officials, cor- ems alone, arraigned them- for their legislative body and open to quespowerful elements for evil in public livered an
cremes, demanded their punishment tion by no other power in the state.
before a class at
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rupt
men and corporations. Would
hie. Mew sacrifices have been made
and
ignored
their
"four-flush" WhIle he oillrock** arrested. themt 14,college, and the
the Wn/liattt Mi
such mrtn as IPresidknt Roosevelt, throats of prosecution for libel. Then selves endive by the
in dollars and cents, but not in princidecision of
renrarks by'lifflrfeerned jurist ehould
Me. Shonte, Gov. Davidson, Judge they had a great following, not only Jude'Warn, the principles 'upon
ple or self-respect. Thet the battle
be read ispr eiltesesour people, an
Kyle, Attorney Jerome, Gov. Folk in the mountains, but 'elsewhere in which tihe prosecutions rest have
waged against us has been fierce and
especially by those in this city wh
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Weaver anci the state, especialy among the poli- been thoroughey vindicated.
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hot, no one can deny, nor can they
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have the idea that our laws and or- scores
national!
with
of
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appreetaee as well as we, bus never dinances should be
partiviana in the press. Today they confusion. The path now is plain
ignored every
reputations be warning the people to ore facing the prison doors and the and straight and umneetalrablo
the kw, we have stood our ground
The
time the enforcement of them interThe hedieebound politician and ma feres with someone making 3 dolls arise and stay the floods of roe-n.1%1-1 hangman', noose which they invent/. court itseW points out remedies that
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or two. Judge Kyle said:
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out bolter and such rot, but we awe
in their power.
pealed ere fail to apply these statutes for the sweet girl graduate and fo
"A man's conception of his see,
men,
those
conditions?
Are
of
such
de
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alfigiantello el) InaA, save that
Of tire confession itself it may he well do
lationship to his fellow men
their most imminent all occasions watches, rings,
lockets.
friendship. The evil doer and law ternined by his respect for their in- anarchists, socialists, soreheads aid! said that it takes its place with the Peril
are
edithen
dassgeroteemen?
the
remerrkahle
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
If so,
recital* of (-rime and
breaker, who for the sake of money etiostions and their !yews. Laws
The Confession of Curtis Jett.
made anti enforced by a community tor of The Register most willingly orininals in Breathitt coanty prevconstantly defied the laws and
set collar pins, also silver novelties
iously given by B. J. Ewen and Mope
of which the citizen is a component
Post.)
trampled upon the peace of the com- part. Hie duty as a citizen in his re- and cheerfully casts his lot with Fekner. Lacking the dramatic featThe annals of no other %t ate con- of all description:.
wish to say that ures, the picturesque
And we
munity. benounced es as a crank and lation to bit feHow men is to se them
d 'tails and tain any document ek-scribing in such
irindned names, but we care not for that that good taws are enacted and whenever you hear one denouncing grevesome novelty of the others fullness; of dead a horrible career
01
thief esteem of a. claque that can only that they are enforced. A man who men or newspapers who stand forl Whicb were the accoimts of vritneeses crime and immunity as the coniessimply obeys the law through fear of the ideas expressed by those notable it is still snore ontable than either of sion of Curtis Jest. The narrative!
be acquired by sympathy or encourWe handle all the finest and daintthem because. it is the first narra- covers a lone. period. Jett describes
punishment and who takes no interagement Of crime. The corrupt cor- est in ins enforcement, is a citizen of men, just put' it down that such cat- I tes, of the man who fire.' the shots a condition of 'social affairs that be-i est articles with the utmost care,
porate intereets and tiler allies, that low type and a menace to his coun the are either the property of corupt %elvish brought death to Jim Cock- lengeto the middle ages, and not and make repairs that are absolutely
belong to a , rill and J. B. Marcom.
corporations or they
to modern life in Kentucky. le is satifactory,
gang vothith has fattened by what try.
citizen who connives and gang that seeks to rob you and yours, If the rest of Kerirtucke applauded not feteeal;see for fetwitalissm had i
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will grant an unjust and special favfireline themselves unable to or, or seeks to evade a law by creat- porations loaded down with watered against Jett a•nel if it ma- led at the aboet that era of' crime there was
impeach the character and integrity ing or raising technicalities which 'stock, the proceeds of which have particulars laid hare by Fe*.ner, who, some grace of 'concealment. some reof the one who dared to oppose ars seemingly without the intent or already Rorie into their pockets. Such , with the derewance; of (eel Sleuth finements. of a degenerate culture.
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moral criminal. He is not a citizen know it. Now what we want you tr necrets for the other, hit mint iota indifference tin conseeninces. a
cry of dangerous man, knocker and but a traitor to
slindder at the confession of Jet beastly contettrpt for life, a etegradCis country. Goest
sore head. Yes, we are a dangc-r• citizens employ legal counsel in or- do is to make up your mind that so The nonchalant. laconic. stolid. 31- aeon' of the moral nature to a degree
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the people to enter 'the fray. and to make out cases Ilbst
the
'meet
and
ireirket
the
master.
Alt
will stand in
I* prove.* himself a dull, unrehink we have taken every jilted*/ offieee! • 113YENTH AND BROADWAY.
stamp out the pestiktret.
court."
ing Of the board Wednesday'Moessrs
ing fellow who does wrong beattes and placed him beyond the influences g,
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REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
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Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates
Ice Cream
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High class Vaudeville
One Performance Only
TRASK AND GLADDEN, Singers and Dancers.
GILES W. HARRINGTON, Songs and Stones.
4. VON GROFFE, Equilibrist.

COLLINS AND LaBELLE in a Whirling Comedy
MLLE EMMA COTRELY
Boxing Act
America's Foremost Lady Juggler
MISS BESSIE BABB,Female Baritone

NEW LIFE MOTION PICTURES

•,

Admission 25 cents for adults.

Children 10c. -

- - - -

-

- -

- Seats:Now On Sale.
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BASEBALL
Standing of the Clubs.
W L
Cairo
25 17
Vincennes
22 18
Danville
23 19
JO 20
Jacksonville
Paducah
•• 19 23
ts 26
Mattoon

Per.
.595
.590
.548
.500

.432
.306

Today's Schedule.
Cairo at Packicah.
Danville at Mattoon.
Vincennes at Jacksonville

for the nuptials no having yet been
set.
groan is the local agent for
the Kentucky Central Life insurance
etnnipatty. coating bere three months
ago from Louisville, vohilo his bride
is now fisiting his parents at 1116
Jefferson street. She s a very attractive young lady.
Mr. George Richardson and bride
of Memphis, have ousted through
here on else steamer Georgia Lee
en route to Cincinnati on their bridal tour. They married last Monday
being Miss
at Memphis, the bud
An- Mlussennen, a teacher of St
Mary's academy of Memphis. Mr
Richsardson is county surveyor lot
Memphis, an.. brother of Mr. •Robent
Rietrardlson, aseistant city engineer
of this, city.

MIX

TIE COMPANY
HOLCOMB - LOBB
CHANGE NAME

PEOPLE
AND

RAISE

CAPITALIZATION.

Crops

Are

Suffering

ft

Out in

County Account Great Scarcity

the
of

Rain—Kennedy Lost $3,700.

phrey. They stand convicted at the
bar of public opinion of selling poisoned and decayed meat; of having a11
the meat sold by them prepared under horrible conditions, horrible alike
both of those who consume that
meat and to those who prepare it.
What the result of this exposure will
be cannot be told as yet, but the result will be that there will be an
enormous decrease in the consumption of meat and many will become
vegetarians for the tmmediate future.
Another result will probably be that
small daughter houses will be established again in various sections of
the country, and each city will guard,
as well as it can, its own supplies.
If the result of these exposures is to
break the power of the packers, to
prevent the continuation of their corn
Lination by which they have ground
down the producer and robbed the
consumer, both Roosevelt and Upton
.-la: will alike deserve the gratitude of the American people.

LEAGU B PARK.

PADUCAH vs. CA11t0

JUNE 14,15 AND 16
General Admission 25 Cents.
GRAND

STAND
35 CENTS, BOX
SEATS
6o
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
GAME CALLED AT 3:30
P. M. SHARP.

CENTS.

First-Class
Watch Work

the
Manager James Bugg of
buildfraternity
the
office
in
branch
Results Yesterday.
ing for the Holcomb-Lobb Tie comCairo. II; Paducah. y.
pany of Chicago has received
Mattoon, 2-7; Danville, 1-2.
from head quarters that the name of
Jacksonville, 4; Vincennes, 3
THE TWIG BEETLES
the concrn has been changed to
Cairo—
ab r bh po a e The Insects that are Destroying the "The Holcomb-Hays Tie company"
Long, cf
6 4 4 1 0 0
Apple 'flees Al Over the State. inn the capital stock raised from
r
t200,coo to $400,000. Mr. Lobb has
If.
5 3240
Frinitig\ rf
5 0 0 2 1 o Mr. Dale Bridges, of the Bridges disposed of his interest in the conRoland, 21.
3 0 1 3 4 0 Bros. Nursery at Maple Grove. cern to go with the American Surety
Our Irish Paul Josses.
Dithridge.
6 o ast o brought to this office a,fei da,yto ago company, while Mr. Hays takes an • •
Mosier, 3b.
4 o co 1 2 o some of the litt:e instep that are do- interest and succeeds the retiring
If Scotland gave the infant AmerlConnors, tb.
4 t 1 14 o o ing s much damage to the apple trees wimber as secretary and treasurer. can republic a deathless naval hero
Searles. c.
3 ✓ a 1 0 0 in the state. These little insects, Mr. Holcomb remains as presidsnt.
in John Paul Jones Ireland gave
Wlagwer, p. . •
g•
o 6 ° ehich are a small black fly a little
America a sailor of bravery and dis•••
Crops Suffering.
tinctiqp in the person of John Barry.
larger than a flea, begin at the end
• Totals4s/ ts 13 37 14 o of the twigs or limbs and eat into
The farmers coming to from tht F..00gre,ss has very properly voted a
e in Washington to Barry, who
them back as far as the lass year's county all report that the crops 'Kea
.tt
•
Paducah-ab ✓ bit po a e growth. where they deposit their eggs
•••a a veritable hero of the revoluCol.
Robert
of
rain
in
need
bsdly
ToYior. cf.
tinitiry epoch. Barry should have
which are soon hatched and make
o 1 4 11
bs
Cooper, If.
3 T 2 1 0 0 more insects. This at once kills the Noble, who owns a mammoth planta- been so honored years ago. Born in
yesterday
county,
exi
tion
in
the
Perry. 94..
3 o I 4 6 3 limb for several inchles back. They
o
believing raid Weisforti..ireland, on 1745, he was a
pressed himself as
Haas, lb.
...... 4 o o 6
seaman from childhood. Settling in
do
not
the
trees
effect
seem
to
Lloyd, rf.
was needed now worse than for 3
3 o il 90 ,
Philadelphia it the age of fifteen, he
oirther
assabrite
back
'stated,
than
2 00 T 00
Wetzel 31). ...
eeriod during the past ten years.
became
in early life master of a vessomething
but
is
unlss
to
done
stop
1
Nippert. 2b.
The broiling hot rays of the sun are sel,
3 o o 3
and
as such acquired wealth.
the
these
only
insects.
ravages
it
is
of
Downing, c.
burning up the crops that have at3 o o 7 o o
The
revolution
apepaled to his patri0
a
short
question
time
when
i
of
a
Miner, p.
3 o o 0
osined much of a growth
otic instincts keenly. To give his
they will begin to kill the entire
seivices to America he freely abanTotals-sa 1 5 27 to 4 tree.
Tobacco Business.
doned. as he himself expressed it.
Mr. Bridges suggests that if every
Mr. W. R. Kennedy, the tobaccon- "the finest ship and first employ" in
t
3 4 5 6 7 6 co—RHE ore will cut the ends off their trees
Innings00000 52 3—i1130 as soon as they begin to die, and ist. yesterday said his firm had pro- the country. Taking command in
Cairo ....t
o o o t0000 o—r ç 4 burn them, that will tin a legree tie- cured a new budding at Hopkinsville, :776 of the Lexington, he made the
Padliscalr
and were doing business again. Their first capture of a British vessel of
igree destroy thern.—Cadiz Record.
Earned rune. -Pad veal', r.
old
place was destroyed by fire last war, the tender Edward.
hits—Dithridge.
Two base,
In the winter of 1776-77 he COM-seek, and he hot $3,700 above 11i^
LEST YOU FORGET.
Stolen base- -Bissell.
manded
00per
land troops, winning distincinsurance
amount
carried.
of
het
Sacrifice
.All tax payers are hereby respect
thon
at
Trenton.
anything
in 1777, with four
lose
Kennedy
did
not
Mr.
Perry.
fully reminded that the first lid f ot
at the fire down near Mayfield whers boats, he captured
the
Double playa—Fleming en Con- i city taxes are now due.
British
nors, Roland to Dithridge to Con- Ten per cent penalty is added to several thousand dollars worth of his schooner Delaware, heavily armed
MTS.
all June hills remaining unpaid Juiy tobacco burned. Me had this fully Ile had in 1778 command of 0'
4
Raleigh. Three years later he comBases on halls—Off Wagner,
tile first. We desire that you escape covered with insurances.
off Miller, 4
manded the Alliance, took Laurens
this additional cost, and also the anso France, cruising throughout the
Struck out—By Wagnero ; By "%fil- norahre of waiting your turn in the
ler. 5.
summer following with notable sucrtsh of the last few days. Thisrefore
cess. After a desperate combat only
Hit he pitched IraD—Roland, twice we request you to kindly call at the
Cormens.
he succeeded in capturing the Attreasurer's office soon as possible,
DOB on has-re—Cairo, tt; Pathi and greatly oblige routs,
!anta and the Trepassy. In th;s
A I
cite 3.
fight Barry was severely wounded.
JOHN J. DilretIAN,
Time of isson,e_i
He carried Lafayette and Noailles
City Treasgiter.
Umpire-- -Soutt-Hatcie
to France in 1782, and later on
erO
All of the reports from Chicago cruised in the West Indies.
Home For $17,000 Cats.
On the
unite in stating that the -packers are isauguration of the
Mattoon Won Double-header
new navy in
—Danville
modern
15.
freaks
Juno
which
the
'One of
doing all in their power to make
1)anvillc. Ill.,
he was named the senior officer,
lost both gamest today. First gasne: San Francisco is providing tor is the their establishments so that the next with the rank of commodore.
He
RUE seventeen thousand dollar cats. Be- investigation will not show such ro-commanded the Constitution, whose
241 fore the 'quake imp on Telegraph Hill, ten conditions as did the last; that
Martenon
building he had superintended. lie
I
Danville
a neat residence was givenerirtsr tO any report made hereafter will show died in Taos in
Philadelphia, reLang:lion;
Batteries. -Dowell and
these pampered felines. Their thisr-A an improvement over the conditions spected by his
countrymen at large.
—6hriernias-and-Shass
---Ltressrat--her-desili-hati.4eft--the suns rspo,seel be Neal_ and Reynolds. cherished by his fellow
citizens of
In the second game Jokerst struck.of $t7,isoo to their care, and although Nothing that the packers can do, Pennsylvania. and
honored
by adm;rScore:
men.
nut twolve
the will wis contested the cats won however, will be sufficient unless ers of bravery and upright men
every
RilE out
by a scratch, and were domiciled they tear down the present buildings where.
102
7
hfattroom
in the residence destroyed. Now ii and erect others with proper sanitary
Though tardy, this national recog2 3
Danville
new home for them must be built., arrangements and glazed waterproof tit'on of Barry's worth fits in nicely
fAngslon;
and
reit
--Joke
Batterie ti
floors and walls, says the Lexington
d appropriately with the honors s
.
Selby, Fleming and Shaw.
Herald. The placing of new lava- recently and rightfully done the memsoh.
tories under the circumstances de- ory and the remains of John Paul
in the reports which comes Jones.—Louisville Herald.
scribed
Jischnonville, 4; Vincennes. 3.
without installing propfrom
Chicago
t5.—;40day's
June
e,
Jac
Next to Xentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can s are you
er plumbing will not insure the
Resumed His Run.
t
.
folloArst$
as
resulted
Ramie
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UNwholesomeness of the products of
RITE
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECON D HAND BICVCLES.
Yesterday Mr. Dan Sullivan, .e The revelathose establishments.
.
481
Jacksonville
slimed his tom for the American
plants
of
the
conditions
tions
of
the
It
Vincennes
eee4tsrllo 3 2
which have supplied the greater part Express company as messenger beBattaeriess—Fox and lelti Farrell
of
the food of America demonstrates tween here and St. Louis by way of
O.
Rein
this is che cheapest house in town on Bicyles and everyand Mlatteson.
, .,
that those at the head of them prefer Cairo over the Illinois Cebtral
,cles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel.
Expert
thing,
to sell poison to wholesome food, if road. Mr. Sullivan has been taking machitts.
..1 our repair sbop. All work guaranteed.
WEDDED BLIS14.
by selling poison they make 1110r2 his vacation for ten days past and
mney than they do by selling whole- Ppm most of the time at the bigMin
Announced for
Bethrothal
2:30 AND 7:30 P. M.
some food. They are not fit to be clubhouse lake,- in Madison county,
Bowling Green, Ky.— K entucky
BARGAINS FOR EVERI3ODY
at the head of the great enterprises across from 'St. Louis, where he Educational Assogiation. Dates of
Lorch and NeTlis
WE WANT THE CASH.
they control, and as far as can be makes his headquarters. He is the sale June ifith and igth, tgo6, limited
Bridle Pair Pawed, Through.
done undet the constitution the con• most popular messenger running in to June 23rd, 1906. Round trip rate
trol of those establishments should here. During his vacation his run was $5.45%obi si
•Anrionnicerniens was tnadet yellerday
be taken from them. They practi- in charge of Barney Goodpasture, of
Bi
Nenis
Mr.'
cally pleaded guilty to violation of St.. L.ouis, who is now relieving the
.of the betbrothal os
Colisidge: Our or heart, and
ISWELtRI.
Goole Buffet,
Goldsmith of this
the law prohibiting combination and messenger running out of the Future not other TOM?* opiresoinsi,• foern our po}Inez House Bar,
We
403 Broadway.
received immunty from Judge Hum- Crrat to Sedalia. Mo.
Coca Lkirch of Lc:004mille, the
true honor.
C. A. Lagomareino.

notice

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J J. Bleich,

224 Broadway

PADUCAH, KT.

1E.

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the_Highest Excellence....

.

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

•I

e
.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY
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las Popular Novollat.
HIS LAST STRUCIGLE. 9 bear
you are at work on a sou
THE INSURANCE MAN.
love),"

Henry's
Headache
Powders

Excursion:

Henry Jameson Satterfield is discov"Yea."
She of Wales Knits Husband's Socks PUB.3UING
THE ered leaning over the library table gazIN
DEBITS
"Who is to bring it out?"
ancf-Sees That Ne Wears
ing latently at a photograph in his
COUNTRY.
"I deal bossy yet. The highest
Them.
hand. lie hears in. soiled of liats.liar hansalk Nees Nes offered so far le
It was a very attractive yellow bug- feet. Hastily sliding the pieturo ua- safe fie,0101), and unless the publishers St. Lotis 2111. Tennessee River PackLike _her mother _before her, the
drawn by a spirited mare. To a der a heap of papers, he turns to greet" she* an inclination to be more liberal
gy,
houseprincess of-Wales is a first rata
et company—the cheapest and bee
tolling up the hill it looked the newcomer with a beautifully doe L may burn it.
pedestrian
I can't afford to
keeper, and though elle is a very busy most inviting.
imitation of relief. (He speaks.)
cheapen my work in the estimation of excursion ott of Paducah.
woman socially, „there are but a few
Will be keenly apprte.iated
"Have a rid( ?" asked a young man, ' "Why, hello, Tom, old man! c'ed .he public."—Chicago
Record-Herald
thlri,..,s in the mauazement of her emerging fron a roadside house and
after a trial by people who sufyou
death,
we
to
up—hored
looked
you
household which she does- not under.
fer from headaches—severe or
getting into the yellow buggy. "You'd know, and all that. No, you didn't inDisgusting Stupidity.
"Ne personally
stand and many whie.
mild, occasional or chronic.
better. It's se-, ei miles to the town." terrupt me at all. I was just glancing
"Well, well, well!" said the disgusted
super!ntends.
•
They never fail to
The pedestrioa willingly accepted over the evening paper. Say,-.this is politician, throwing down his paper.
814
for
The princess has no liking
Nobody sees.itt.q-ythadeof gcu 'They've gone and nominated Bullfinch
invitation.
treat.
a
the
ting with idle hands, and she is never
01
"I'm mighty glad you came this since you went and got:engaged.. Don't tor congress!"
GIVE QUICK
'without some sort of needlework. She say," he said
It is a trip of pleasttre, comfort
the young man.
ever take an evening off? Lucky
his wife.
asked
you
Bullfinch?"
Rufus
"Mr.
RELIEF.
.1
not only knits the prince of Wales'
and rest; good service, good table
"Well, I had to visit that debit," re- she went away for the holidays or I
"Yes."
sock, but sees that he wears them. plied the latter. Indicating the house shouldn't see you now, I suppose. No,
the
pain
in
Easing
a
very
few
I've
he?
"Why, he's a good man, isn't
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Once, for instance, when the prince, from which he had emerged.
I don't blame you. e;elia is a lovely always heard people speak well of him."
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
Minutes.
after a long day's shooting, returned
His oompountri wondered whether girl—a regular prize—but we felicws
"That's just it. We could have won
home tired and wet, the princess was "debit" was co-:ntry dialect for a feel you've just about dropped us, and here this fall with anybody."—Chicago For other information apply to Jas
having her tea and the sportsmen square house with green shutters, but old, friends,. you know. .
Frank L
Koger, superintendent;
Record-Herald.
were all quite reedy for theirs, but— the young man now stopped before a
"Oh, oome off! I don't either know
agent.
Brown,
princess
careful wife that she is—the
Good Man Gone
roadside store with no shutters.
!sow it is! Just because you're in love
•
'would not give her husband any until
ally-4 say, old chap—is it true
"Have to sea this debit, too," he is no reason for your fool insinuations
and
boots
he had changed his wet
with
has—sr—eloped
wife
sir!
yonah
that
No,
compansaid, handing the reins to his
ray will you suffer;
that every one else is, too!
'stockings, and he, though laughing and ion and disappea ng through the front
your valet?
A bachelor's life for me!
DRUGGIST
bidding.
her
protesting, had to do
When
Ferdy—Ya-aa. D Isgustin', Isn't it?
doar of the kou
"Well, I can't help it if peoph
The princess is an excellent mother,
boy—don't
me
C114311V—Cheer up,
.fleas?" asked the gossip. A man can't look at a g,r1
"What is you
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
and both she and the prince are very favored pedestr.i.., ‘.hen the young
every one's Setting the wel- take it to heart, y' know.
without
be
should
rhildhen
anxious the
am
where
it,
confound
Ferdy—But,
man returned.
ding day. I'm sure I've paid no mo.e
TELEPHONE 83.
brought up on the simplest lines pos"Insurance."
to Caroline than to a 10. o! I to find another such valet?—Cleveattention
cottage
York
sible. When they are at
it;
Leader.
enjoy
Land
"Oh."
Well, howl if you
others
they have their little ones with them a
Then followed nem.% learned talk of still, I don't see anything to laugh
Notes.
Home
great deal, says
No Cluuace.
salary and oommissions, paid-up in- about myself. She's a mighty fine girl,
Formerly the hall was constantly surance agencies, policies and lapses.
Friend—Going to convict that bar'
think? So different
you
don't
though,
will cure that awful pain
used by the small princes. One day, It also transpired that, in the eyes of from most of the others—seems to un- glitz?
however, a visitor fell over a hoop be- the young man, who was out on e tour oerstood a fellow and all that aeil (.o
Prosecutor—It can't be done.
SHas cured others, will cure you.
longing to Prince Edward, and now of collection, all houses were either have a little sense. Why, that girlFriend—Why, the evidence seems
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers. tad
room
play
special
the children have a
unclassified nondescripts or debits.
Call on US, Or Phone 38 or 237 and
-Now, see here, Tom. Can't a man plain enough.
he
house
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
the
of their own.
but
Prosetestor—Yes;
He bowed to everyone who passed speak admiringly of a girl without your
we will gladly tell wou about it
president
the
by
toct tatty, Om Phone 1692
Residence
templed
was
nothing
robbed
There's
way?
that
and spoke to almost every one.
grinning
Mr. In it, I tell you. I've thought the mat- of a life insurance company.—Chica.go
SENSE OF THE TURTLZ.
"How's your wife to-day,
Casey?" he would say, and "Ah, there, ter over long ago and you don't catch Sao.
Reptile Possesses Remarkable In- Finnegan, how's your arm getting
me running my neck into any matristinct for Finding NestThe Only Mope,
along?" after which remarks he would monial noose. Why, I've been attracttell me, Herr
Whoopler—Yon
ing Ground.
Mrs.
outalways
exI
give
and
and
girls
companion
his
to
of
I urn
ed by lots
daughter can
my
that
of
one
Vogleschnitsel,
—DENTIST—
and
tracts from the biography of Casey
grew it. What if I'd married
a singer! Is there no hope Bewerith and Jackson St. 'Phone 1137,
During the summer months, from Finnegan and their neighbors.
become
never
trance?
my
of
oat
came
I
before
'em
Seventh and Clay St. Thous 3&
May to August, the big sea turtle
"All Irish hereabouts," be said. "I What's that? Different from the pres- for her?
Trushart
Herr Vagelschnitzei—Vell, maeam,
lay their eggs In the beach. They had a deuce of a time making them ent serious attack? I am not suffering
and
miles,
of
canaryhundreds
of
you mighdt put her on•diet
-come possibly
believe I was Irish. My name is Van from any attack, I tell you.
if undisturbed, will land within a few
Christmas dinner at Seed, airetty, undt IMO vat dot viii do mut
rominger. Whoa, Kitty!"
had
I
"Yes,
her.—Puck.
yards of the came place year after
They stopped before another debit.
Caroline's. She knew my folks wwe
year, says Forest and Stream. They
"And how are ye, Mrs. Flanagan?" all away and I thought it mighty niee
Always the Contrary.
crawl up the beach in the night and shouted the young man. "Foine day
CORRECTED MAY 30th. zgo6.
of them to ask me. It was her mo:11do you think of Gaylord
Sharp—What
make their nest it the sand just above to-day." Bo winked at his companion.
you'd
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I
course.
invitation, of
er's
I have watched
from a moral pointof view?
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"How do you Hite the brogue?"
say that—it's nothing of the sort. Her
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✓ide road, more like the bed of a tor- things about the houso and it is all
With this simple axiom he entered on
During the summer I found and rent than anything else, filled with
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more credttable when she doesn't his practice.—N. Y. Sun.
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Individual—Wait
And
Talkative
'Mitchett — Young McSeteley. who Kitty."
"Now, what in thunder will he grin- how is it, then, that you're not allowed
-went through the fnrtune his parents
A few more et-etches of road ning about? These chaps that think
Trains marked (o) run daily except Sunday. All other trains not
tips? Eh?
left him, was arrested to-dey for steal- brought them to the town. After find- they've a joke on a fallow make md to take
daily. Trains ro3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
rs object, sirt
Waiter—Custome
ing a dollar.
ing out all about hotels and trains the tired. 'Where dui he put that picture
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between LouieGanes—What degeneracy! His fath- agent's guest left him, with many of- Caroline? Oh, here It is! I never
Accounted For.
-rine, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Rot and 822 sleepers betweett
a
than
taking
less
of
drive
thought
the
never
ile
protestations of gratitude for
vr eyes like hers!"—Chicago Daily
Landlady-1 think very highly 01 Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
snillioti.—Smart Set.
As he vat in the railroad station he News.
these eggs.
Sleeper. For further information, address,
smiled in a pleasant manner.
Starboard—Ah, heirlooms in your
Back In Chicago.
Helpless.
J. T. DCMOVA.N, &gest, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
"Tyro hours with an insurance man,"
•
family 7—N. Y. Sun.
Dearborn—And did you shake the he thought, "and I'm not a debit"—
It M. PRATHER, Ticket 'Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
"I hear you lost your job."
dust from your feet when you left New N. Y. Sun.
F. W. HARLOW, D. B. A., Louisville, Ky.
Her Point of View.
"I didn't"
York?
Husband—When It cornea to money
A. 'G. P A., Memphis, Tenn.
,TOHTN A.
"But you're not working."
Wabash—We31, I don't knew that I
Probably a Widow.
girt
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago...
"No. Brit T didn't lose my job. The matters two heads are better than one.
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PROOF TRAT YOU
NEVER CAN TELL.

PRUDENT PERCY.

reached Liverpool they were engaged.
Rushed Kim Out
You might call it an accidental wed"My father says he feels as Spry an
ding, due to propinquity, but it has not
Fathers and mothers who knew kiss
when he went to college," remaeked
turned out badly, though they are so
meld: "There are not many young
The artistic structure of soap that
the pretty girl.
in
contrast. Belle adores Hugh and
men like Percy Widger, that's a fact
the storekeeper was building only
"Don't doubt it" replied her suitor.
it, would be a good thing if there were. tit MOST CASES IT IS DUE TO looks up to his superior scholarship
lacked a few dozen cakes of comple"He impressed me that he was still a
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
with
the
proper
There's a young fellow that has some
degree of admiration.
GROSS CARELESSNESS.
tion, but that necessitated the opencollege
student
last
night."
Most men appreciate homage. As for
sense."
tng of a new box, and the architect,
"You don't say! In what way, Har- 523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
Hugh, though Belle is shallow, he has
He certainly had some sense. Lots
New 'Phone 490.
after a lingering look of pride on.his
ry?"
of it, In feet Cool, self-pliant, and Child Maimed for Life Through Mo- never found it out. He will read a
work, went to the back room aftet
"Why,
me
gave
cane
a
rush."—
he
mentary Neglect of Nurse—Pleasthesis tO lief and she will sit looking
SPECIALTIES:
with •judgment beyond his years. His
the cold chisel. At that moment Bud
like a modern Madonna, really consid- Chicago News.
parents were often congratulated ou
ant Experiences Which SomeJones entered the store and, with a
Abstracting of Titles,
ering the style of her next gown, but
Percy's good, practical qualities. His
times C31110 by Accident.
From Bad to Worse.
sidelong glance and grin at Washing.
Insurance, Corporation and
outwardly listening to her good man's
employer oongratulated himself. Not
"Mike," said Flooding Pete, as be
ton Hancock, pulled out the key cake
Real l..state Law.
deep voice as it goes droning along the
BY MARGARET E. SANGSTER.
a bad habit to his name, industrious
c.11esbed into a freight car,"I'm glad de
of the arch and fled, whooping with
(Copyright, 1906, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
resonant periods. She does not unand carefuL
government doesn't ()Nsa de railroade."
delight at the ruin that strewed the
Nine-tenths of the untoward hap- derstand much of it, but she makes
"The girl who gets Percy will be
"Why?"
counter and the floor.
penings
that people call accidental are him comfortable, and a good deal of
lucky," said the mothers.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
"Because when we takes a free ride
"It's too doggone bad, Ruts," said
Some of the daughters sniffed, oth- due to gross carelesaness and shame- married happiness is built upon a foun- now do worst dat happens is to be put
Hancock, consolingly, to the storedation of domestic comfort and mutual
ful neglect.
LAWYER.
ers sighed.
off. But if de government was runnin'
keeper. "I don't reckon he knowed
There are two sets of people in the adoration.
"Bought three blocks of the subdide lines we'd be arrested for gratin'
that you'd been all mernin' !lain' it
A little romance may be lent to the
vision from Wheeler," said the fathers. world—those who keep things up and
sure."—Washington Star.
up. He jest allowed he'd have a little
those
most
who
prosaic
let
things run down. The
day if we are ready to
"That boy is going to make money.
Will practice in all courts of Keno
sport with you. There ain't no real
Pretty hard-headed young chap, I tell first have never indulged in the habit find pleasure in agreeable accidents.
At the Employment Office.
berm in Bed an' cumin' never done
tucky.
"Do you see the tall cook in the blue
you. He'll have it paid for in a year of putting off till to-morrow what ought For instance, on the veranda of an inn
no good to nobody, nohow."
to be done to-day. If the roof leaks or at a resort which is patronized all the gingham apron? Well, ten housewiv
or two"
es
"If he don't come to be hung I miss
He had it paid for in a year or two. there is a craca in the ceiling or a year roun.d, alike in winter se in sum- have tried her in the last ten days and
ay guess," said the storekeeper,
C Flournoy
Cecil Reed
and the subdivision began to build up loose board in the door or a sagging mer, one may meet an old gentleman she has left them all"
wrathfully.
"Gracious! Her name, must be 'SeIt was a shrewd investment for a hinge or a broken window cord, they or an old lady whose memory is a
"You don't know," said Hancock. young
repair the damage at once. They know treasure house of incidents and anec- cret'"
man.
'
'He might make a good reformer.
dotes of a by-gone day. Interesting as
"Why so?"
"Well," said some of the mothers perfectly that it costs less to mend
LAWYERS.
He's give you a chanst to make a
"Because no woman can keep her."—
to Mrs. Widger, "I suppose Percy will than to mar, and marring goes rapidly younger people are, they cannot bear
comparison with delightful old people Chicago Daily News.
Tight smart better dotanny than you
Rooms to, ix and 12, Columbia Bldg.
be bringing you home a nice little ea where there is no mending. As
had afore. U he hadn't been askeered
everybody knows the best way to let who have lived in the midst of things
daughter-in-law some of these da•
PADUCAH, KY.
o' you he might have told you how to
seen a fine house go to absolute ruin through their busy years, and are conSure Ours.
days."
Is to shut it up and leave it without an tented to sit on the edge of things in
-Did you see my picture in WS
MUM it up again. No sir-es, you can't
"I suppose so," assented Mrs. Widger.
inhabitant. A house that is lived in the Indian summer of their lives. Ac- morning's paper?" said the public
never tell what a boy is 'cilia' to turn
with a sigh. "I tell him it's time he
lasts longer and looks better than a cidentally the lady who is spending a man
out nor what his raisin' is goin' to
was looking about him, but he *teems
"No," said the wit, shrieking with
house that is untenanted, because the few weeks for her health in a place
do for him. Jever hear of Gosport
quits satisfied to be at home as yet.
Attorney at Law.
foreses of nature are constantly making like this drops into conversation with Laughter. "What were you cured off
Scubberly?"
I think he is keeping his eyes open,
Ha,
hat"
the
old
war
stager,
upon
thewho is pastmaster or
buildings of men, and a
"No, nor I don't want to," replied but he says he doesn't
Room No. 5,
Paducah,
intend to marry constant
"Of vanity, after I saw the picture."
battle must be waged against mistress of charming gossip, and finds
the storekeeper as be began to pick until he's
Columbia Bldg.
Kentucky.
30. He's 34 now, so he's them if
the idle days greatly enriched by the answered the other sadly.—Clevelmed
men are to come off victors.
up the scattered soap.
got six years to make his choice."
Leader.
Tbe heedless housekeeper has case- chance acquaintance.
"You don't know until you do bear
"He'll make • good one when he ally
Accidents of this kind are common
mentioned that there is a this
about him," said Hanooak, equably. makes
OLIVER, OLIVER & leGREG016
it."
A Joke with a Diagram.
place on the stair carpet which wilt enough, but should never be taken for
"You prob.', think he's a new brand
"Yes, I believe he will. l've bearS presently
"You're an angel,' declared the
wear into a hole. She is not granted. They drift into our days like
e' prunes, but he ain't. He's a pros- of somebod
y—I bellies It was Franklin ignorsat of a
young man.
extra
sunbeam
s
rip
in
and
a
rug
should
be rep'rous citizen. an' I remember the time —who said he chose
which may
his wife as he did catch somebody's heel
"Do you mean to tall me that I'm
and cause a tum- ceived with thankfulness. The hapwhen it was the gen'ral opinion that • coat, for her
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear hank
wearing qualities
ble. But being heedless, she put ofi piest people are those who begin each masculine?" haughtily inquired the
he'd never amount to • hill o' beans. Percy is always particula
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
r about his repairing the rent in
girL
morning
with
the
expectation that
carpet and rue
Bud Jones is worth a ten-acre lot full siothes. He likes to be neatly
dressed, 4111/1 an unlucky person
Room 114 lei-eternity Building.
N.
B.—New
York
preacher
some
s have deaccidental joy will overtake them
hurrying slow
o' boys like Oos Scubberly uster be, but he never
buys a suit because the W a fall, which
cided that all angels are of the male
before
night.
means
a
hip
out of
an' Gos owns a right smart o' real pattern happens to be pretty.
New 'Phone 1 14Old 'Phone 484
He tries Mint or a broken leg, or,
ses.—Chicsgo Sun.
worse still
estate in San Francium an' draws a this sample and that,
and makes our.) a jar which may cause
WARM MILK AND HEALTH.
apoplexy to
earry that 'ud make your mouth that every thread in It is good wool,
Seclusion Necessary,
some one to old age, or the developwater. lister be runnhe around bare- and that it le properly
Mrs. Psmith—But how did you man- J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER,
dyed and meat of a malignant
Internal
and External Applications
Masson in some
foot right In this village."
age to keep that secret a whole week.
woven, and then brings it to we to see one younger.
WM. MARBLE.
of the Lacteal Fluid Give SurThese baleful sequences
"It's the smart ones what gtts out what I think of it"
dear?
do come from slight falls, and some
prising Results.
of it," remarked the storekeeper.
Mrs. Hie:Ines—It wasn't hard. I sim"How sweet!
And you think he
is responsible.
ply stayed away from the Browning
"Gos wasn't smart," said Hancock. will see.ct his wife the same way?
A variety of miseries shuffle talons
The rullk cure is one of the most faclub, and when callers came I sent
'Re was about as ornery an'
a You must look up some samples for in the train of so-called
accidents mous ef all cures these days, and the word that
boy as ever gladdened a fond mother's him."
I wasn't at home.—Clevewhica never should have been permit way in which it 13 managed makes It a
land Leader.
heart. He wasn't enough of an idjit
Mrs. Widger had thought of that. Led to occur. From
LAWYERS.
tonic
for
the
skin
time to time peo
and the stomach.
to put In the state asylum, but he She consulted Percy as to his prefer- ple die because they
have eaten toad The patient takes milk inside &ad out.
Practice in all the courts of tba
Hie Good Advice.
did'nt lack much of It. He was as ences in that sort of goods.
stools when they thought they were The outside milk cure is volley atten"Yea, mother, I told him I was the state. Both phones 31.
homely as • mud fence an' as lazy as
"Well." said Percy, in his matter
eating mushrooms. Nothing is eagles tion, writes Mme. Julie D'Arcy. This
best speller In stir class at schooL"
—as Marv. Parsons, there. His moth- of-fact way, "I always thought I than to distinguish
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build.
between the dello is the way it was described by a wo"And did he give you the jobr
er jest kep' him out o' school an' should like my wife to be a brunette ous edible and the deadly
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
man
who
took
it: "I was massaged,"
fungus, yet
"I'o,
mother,
he gave me some words
didn't do•singe) livin' thing but feed as I'm such • towhead. I think op- there are those who
mourn sue. said she, "from head to foot , every to spell, and I couldn't
spell them. And
him up an' make over him—'specially posites should marry. But tempera- deaths as if they were laid
at the clan night of my life with milk. I might then he said I'd better
go to school foefeed him up. He was hog fat. Didn't ments should, of course, be sympa- of accident
have taken a milk bath had it not been
another
spell." — Cleveland
do nothin' but eat an' sleep. Nobody thetic. I mean to satisfy myself very
Plain
Children are sometimes left in to. so expensive. The milk baths were
Dealer.
blamed him, either, for lila' beubberly carefully that the woman I marry is care of thoughtless
managed
for
me
In this way. At night
hirelings and are
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
was • little the best cook that ever congenial in tastes and habits.
I maimed for life through falls for whicl I was massaged with the top of the
In the Art Gallery.
drew the breath o* Ide in Idissoura.
mean I want a sensible, well-balanced there was neither excuse
milk,
TELEPHONES:
which
was
like
cream.
Then, as
nor occasion
"Lovely sleeping nymph, isn't ttr
"She was a widder woman an' Gm Or', and a well-educated girl. When A max fearfully deformed with a
great the weather was cold, I was wrapped
•
"Ye-es."
Residenc
e 296
Office essi
port was all the young one she had. I say well educated I don't mean mere- hump between his shoulders
was Lb in blankets and put to bed. This was
"Do you notice the glamour the artScubberly left her a good farm an ly one who has been through Girton o! his infancy the most noble and beauti for extreme nervous prostration.
-Mb
ist has thrown over itr
she sold it an' bought mortgages an' Vassar or Wellesle-y only, because she ful of children. While his pretty nurse
"In the morning I took a bath in
"No, I don't. But If it was mine I
lived in town. She took a notion that cutght be very brilliant intellectually. was •flirting with a gallant policeman this mixture: The tub was filled with
would throw a horse blanket over it.—
Gos was delikit an' wasn't likely to and be a very Incapable housekeeper. the be.bjearriage took a slide down a warm water in which about a quart of
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
live long an' she hardly let him out ( think more unhappiness in married steep hill and was overturned at the milk was stirred. And into this was
BROOKUILL BUILDING.
i
life comes through slipgliod house- foot, and years of pain and wretched dropped ten drops of benzoin.
of her sight
This
Worse Yet.
keeping
TELEP
than
4ONE
any
other
ness,
caZie.
with the handicap of the hunchI want
NO. 444"Well, as I was myth', elis' Scuts
1
Roweder—Blame the luck. anyhow!
•
berly was • No. 1 cook. She could my wife to be strong, healthy and back. have paid for that folly.
Lusher—What's the matter?
We seldom read of a railroad acci
make waffles that 'ud jest melt in Resod-tempered. But then I've go'. lots
Rownder—eve my wife always stays
your mouth, an' make pies that if of time. It's not a thing I should do dent that is not due to the carelessup for me. when I'm out late at night
you wunst tasted 'em you'd never feel hastily or without due consideration nem of somebody, and yet it would be
Lusher—You're lucky. Mine comes
no NORTH FIFTH STREET
right satisfied with pie ever after, an' it's a serious matter, choosing a part- most unfair to utter sweeping critiafter me.—Cleveland Leader.
Both Phones 355
cisms on the employes of public con
she'd take herbs an' asvoria's an' ner for life"
"Yon don't say anything auout her veyancrs. The average man is super' •
The Rumor of It
seseonin's an' do things to chickens
Office hours 8to tO a. nn., t to
"Do you see anything, funny about Q. M. and 7 to 9 p. m.
an' turkeys an' butcher's meat that looks," said Mrs. Widget., with a smile ly trustworthy. The engineer sticks
"Well," said Percy, "I don't want to his post and dies in the effort to
Tighprite's latest comedy?"
you'd never dream cou.d be done to
"Yes." answered the cynical manager.
'em. She made a little garden out her too good-looking. She receives so save the train. When one of the en.
gines on the "Majestic" was suddenly
"It at r nts funny to me that he should
back of the house an' raised all man- much attention that ehe daesn't tht
have imagined it was funny."—Wash
ner of garden truck an' she was all It necessary to pay auy attention to put out of commission not long ago, by
•real accident that no care could have
Ington Star.
the time lookin around in tho etoros others. I've found that to be the case
anticipated et- averied. the cords of en.
for suthiu' good er studylte up re- with the girls aroand here. You Must
The Pretty Stenographer.
gineers, at the risk of their own lives,
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
celpts in the pay o for suthin' new have been an exception to that rule,
For hooks my clerk has little u's.
in the face of clouds of scalding steam
mother."
THROAT.
that she reckoned might tempt GosBut
though
she
Is
y's.
not
Mrs. Widget said she had always shut off the machinery, and were ear
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
She makes me watch my p's and q's
port' delikit appetite.
known how sensible Percy was, but tied to the hospital a(terwarda. They
When looking In her l's.
Columbia Building
"An' sure enough, his appetite did
—Philadelphia Press
that little taik was an immense re- were heroes.
Phone 1041—Red
git to be denial His Tittles hal to
There are accidents that no one cll.
aef to lam after all.
be about jest so for him to eat 'eat
"A TRIP ON THE RAILROAD."
About a week after that Percy was prevent. But as compared with 1110,A
at all. lied pick at thls an' dab at
asked to a little. party of young people which come by lack of care, they are
that an' there was to notch fiavorin'
at Season's.
Della Stinson was a few. When the lightning from the shy
In 'tether an' too Litie in suthin' else
DRINK MILK.
Lice girl, and her brother, Duke, was te strikes a man dead as he sits in hie
You never seen notnin' like it. An'
DENTIST.
house or walks by the way, he may
nice fellow. Percy decided to go.
all the time folks was sayin' wit
Office
over
globe Bank- and Trust
made
a
milky
bath. After a week of
Nelsen the maid opened the door for be said to perish by the act of Gel
would become o' Gosport when he
him two girls were running down the But when a man takes hold of a live this treatment I grew strong enough to
•
Co., 306 'Broadway.
'rowed up, him never doin' a Lek or
stairs hand In hand. One was Della wire with bare hands, he has onl) do without the external milk 'treatment
getthe any sense or gumption. They
and
to depend entirely upon the inter
himself to blame if he drops dead tip
Sanson, and the other—
ilnly got to talkin' to ties wider about
"Jessie," said Della, "let me intro- next instant. The accident was stepte nal.
it, an' they did get her sorter skeered,
"The internal treatment," said this
duce Mr. Widger. Percy. this is my and foolhardy.
so she pinched an' skimped herself
woman,
-was even more inter,' ting. I
very dearest friend, Mies Stralen."
•
•
to lay up a little money for (los. But
was on the milk cure, which wa ; man- —Philadelphia Bulletin.
Percy saw a slim, in fact, rather
We
need
not
limit
what happens le aged
she didn't skimp him none. She
thus: Every morning there was
weepy young woman with a pile of apparent accident to disaster and
cacooked an' put up preserves an'
Unanimous.
yellpw hair and big blue eyes that had lamity. There are pleasant tnIngs that bought for me six quarts of pure or -rim maddest
when
sasses morena ever, an' worked bar
1 sing.- she serestio$C
whole
milk.
This
was put in six dif
the most appealing look imaginable may properly be set down to the ac
Said her hearers:
*ern ever In the garden.
AM
until she smiled, and then they were count of accident, since we have not ferent cans and to each can there was lib• ain't 11.e ur,:y pebbie
"Fit:sly when Gos was about 20 yeara
added
its
half
On
for
a
pint
are
54
of
we."
pure
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
water. A
rather misihievous in their expression. planned them nor in any way made the
-Itunaton Vogt.
old she give up an' died.'
(Homeopathist.)
She put out a hand. and Percy's pulse least provision, mentally or materially can was then set In warm water and
"What did the boy do then?" asked
as it heated I was allowed to drinkk it
for
he
their
as
took
coming
made
it
A
30
beats
Lucky
to
pass.
above
norA
Circums
oun
tance.
per._
BroPway Phou•—adv
Mg"
'Os
de the_ 2U:trek #.e
about for a good place to spend
riTTiisurauce -Financier (after tee.
"Looked around for a place to
milk
every
half
hour.
Residenc
It
was
e, 819 Broadway.
slightly
a
(Hying, nervously)-11ow did I acquit
"You're just in time," said Miss
brief holiday. Business claims him
e
board," said Hancock. "She'd left hire
Stralen. "We're going into the kitch- so constantly that vacations are few warm, just warm enough to take the myself?
Phope
149.
c.lost on to $10,000, an' he tried to
chill
off and keep me from shivering
and far between. Not often does he
Second Insurance Financier (flare&
en, and I'm going to make fudges.
buy suthin' to eat with it. But there
"The ingenious part came in the As ly) —There was no
can't boil water without burning it. obtain a recess. Shall he go to the
jury!—Puck.
wasn't nothin' in town fit, so he took
mountains, to the old homestead, to voting of the milk. One can each day
but I can make fudges. Can't
a steamer one day an' went down the
Victim of an Impoeition.
the inland springs or the shore? Shall was slightly flavored with vanilla. This
Della."
river. We all 'lowed he'd be back in
Sharpeon—You seem
disappointed
Architect and Superintendent.
Then had a jolly time in the knelt. he accept a frined's Invitation to join made the milk taste like custard. And
a year broke an' ready for plain hog
en—that is, it would have been jolly if him on a yacht, or possibly shall he one can was flavored with cinnamon with that new society novel.
401 Fraternity Building.
an' hominy, but he wasn't"
Plats—Disappointed? I'm disbusted
some of the fellows had net acted so go on a bicycle tour over a distant There was just the very faintest taste
"Speculated
with, the $10,0007°'
friend.
It's
spice,
a
as
of
It
in
isn't
a
even
hot punch."
objection Old Phone oil Red; New Phone dok
like fools with ilties Striated. Bet of state? He finally decides on one jaunt
queried Parsons.
ablel—Chicago Tribune.
course that was bard to avoid. Percy or another, with no ultimate object,
Exercise
PADUCAH.
Essential.
KENTUCKY.
"No," replied Hancock. "He spout felt conscious that
he acted rather that except to have a good hol...ay.
Exercise 13 of immense benefit in
Ready to Oblige.
It all an' then got a good job. Wen- way himself. It was a little
Yet
on
the
yacht
or
in
the
farmhou
se treating the skin. A woman
lock of
Mrs. Young--Motber says she wants
ceslaus Stevens came back froze San that yellow hair that
should
Pictures, Diplomas,
Certificate%
had got astray or by the way he is to meet a girl exercise until the skin is
be cremated.
to
in
a
Francisco an' said he seen Gosport and curled itself across
glow
Miss Stralen's whose eyes shall capture his hettrt and She must exercise until
Young—
Mr.
AB
she
right—I'
Water
ll attend 111
can feel
and Oil Colors,
there. He was taster for a big tea heat-flushed cheek that made
him feel who snail change the face of the world that her lungs and heart are
house. They said he bad the finest particularly idiotic.
stimulat It at once. Call her, will youf—CleyM
for him for the rest of his life.
Mottos and Calanders
palate In the whole trade. He's still
"How came Hugh to marry Belle?" ed. Then she is ready for the skin lo land Leader.
But she let him beat the fudge.
tieing and for the scented bath. The
makin' money on that palate. Ornery,
I
once
asked,
wonderi
ng
at
Framed right up to date in five mim.
what seemAnd once she looked at him sideThe Dominant Factor.
fat an' lazy an' ign'rant as ever, but ways with a little
ed an incongruous marriage, the hus- exercise upon which the belles of other
utes time at the
smile that-1
"The
first
husband
depended
dee*
for
eloped
their
with
beauty
her,"
was
hies makin' big money."
All the way home that night Perey band a man of profound culture and dancing. Dancing and
said
Miss
Cayenne
.
horseback rid
varied learning, While the wife was
"The old lady done well by him, thought of that little smile,
a
and thee
"And the second and third?"
brilliant iocial butterfly, who cared for lag were the two diversions.
lifter all, then," commented the store- of the curl of yellow hair, and
4.1 livueevoas.
he felt
"She eloped with them."—Washing
keeper. "He'd probly have been on , the peculiar pulse acceleration again. little except personal adornment and
Old-Fashioned Skin Food.
ton Star.
•
beautiful surroundings.
the county If the hadn't $dgercated Odd in Percy, wasn't it? He
A simple, old-fashioned skin food
couldn't
"Oh," Said the friend who answered that is very good
his palate."
sleep for thinking of those things.
for wrinkles is made
Mind to the Limit. •
"I don't know," said
Hancock.
And they were married within six me, "they met on a slow steamer cross- by beating to a cream two tablespoon"Was he kind to his family?"
ing
the
Atlantic.
Nearly everybody on fuls of oil of sweet
thought:4lb%
might lave dons months.'era and MIN Iditz=,
almonds and one -"I should say he was. He couldn't
403 rA Broadway.
beard was seacdck. But they hael In teaspoon
tol'able well keepize store."--Chicago didn't weal to wait
ful of rose wateraddinr; three have been kinder if be had been an
that
oommon
the
fact
that
they
Daily News.
were both drops of camphor a d two of t
_Xure Insucance prealdent"—Cleveland Plain
4M0 Rigar
good
eat/ors,
_ _ and by the time they el beasolu: Apply
—
Cosier.
night.
Old Telephone 718-E.
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PERSONAL NOTES.

BIG CHICAGO

ORTURED BY.
ITCHING ECZEMA

Rabbi M. Lovitch has gone to Cincinnati for a two weeks' stay.
•
•
BUT MANAGER SNELLING OF
Mts. Lee Harris of Newbern,
Suffered Tremendous Itching Over
UNION DI:POT LUNCHSTAND Tenn. is vis;fng Mrs. R. L. Palmer.
Whole Body-Scratched Until
Miss Muffle Luu.McGlathery is visLOOKED LIKE BALANCE OF king is- Dresden, Tenn.-- - - Bled — Worse at Night, With
Mt. Andy Clark is sojourning in
THEM TO OFFICERS HURLEY
Soreness and Excruciating Pains
Dawson for his headth
AND SING:2RY.
Mr. Henry Cave returned yestet.
— A Western Lady's
day from attending college at Danville
Misses Margeret and Emma Acker
have gone to Denver, Colo., for the
sunamer.
Mrs. John J. Bleich has gone to
"Last year at this time I suffered
Jackson, Tenn., to visit her son, Mr.
with a tremendous itching on my
Trio of Rodiez Run Off Depot Plat- Clem 13lei0.
back, which grew worse and worse, unMiss klpfsie Seymour of New York, til it spread over the whole body, and
form and Then Invited on the
has gonehihome after graduating at only my face and hands were free.
Officers Who Showed No Inclina- the school"- here.
For four months or so I suffered the
Miss Pitsv• Gilpson ha,s returned torments of the damned, and I had to
to
tion
"Back-Track"-.-Fiaher
scratch, wretch, scratch, until I tiled.
from attending Monticello coliege at At night when I went to bed things
Whiteside L... is Bicycle.
Gofrey, Ill.
got worse, and I had at times to get
Manager Thomas Roberts of the up and scratch my body all over, until
Kentucky, and wife, have returned I was as sore as could be, and until I
suffered excruciating pains. I did not
Manager Oliver Suelhng of the from Louisville.
know what it was, and resorted to a
Union depot lunchstand was arrested
Mrs. L. K. Taylor and sister, Miss number of blood purifiers, using at
last :, vening by Ot..cers Hurley and Melcher, and Master Tarney Taylor, times also Cuticura Soap. They told
WANTED-For U. S. Army; Singry on the charge of raising a have gone to Covington, Ga., to visit. me then that I was suffering from
Miss Eliza Rayburn and mother ecsema. Then I made up my mind
able-bodied unnuirrsed men between racket at the deput by cursing
would also use Cuticurs °letthat
Walter
another
Dunn
party.
and
have
gone to St. Louis on the City ment Iand Cuticura Resolvent. I used
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
-United States, of good character and Snelling gave bond for his appear- of Salillo to spend the summer.
them according to instruction.,and very
Misses Adah tBrazeitoa and Mamie soon indeed I was
y relieved. I
temperate habits, who can speak, read ance before the police court this
Noble yesterday went to Chicago to continued until well, Mid now I am
and write English. For information morning •and was released.
theCutieurs RemIt stems that Snelling and his wife take a normal course in the univer- ready to recommend suffers
apply to Recruiting offices, New
as did your
edies to any one who
Richmond House. Packscali, Ky.
had a misunderstanding in
the sity.
obedient servant. Mrs. Mary Metzger,
Miss Anna Bird Stewart of Cincin- Sweetwater, Okla., June 28, 1906."
lunchroom and he threw a glass of
WANTED-Position by lady at wa;er over her while loudly talking. nati, returned home yesterday after
office work. Thorough bookkeeper. Disn and another were standing out visiting Miss Ella Wilhelm of North
address E.. W. this office.
0,1 the platform talking, and were in Fifth.
Miss Frances Wallace will today
fiont of the window. hearing the
WANTED-Experenced solicitors. racket inside the lunchstand they return from visiting in the east after Humors, Eczema*, and Itching,
Coned by Cuticura
Call at Room 3, American German peered in through the window, and her school at Washington, D. C..
itching and burning
agonizing
The
-National bank bulding.
this infuriated Snelling so that he closed.
of the skin, as in eczema; the frightful
Mk. George 0. Waliasce today re- scaling, as in psoriasis; the lout of hair
s'c lit ousside and cursed the others
'FOR RENT-1,
4o rooms over badly.
Snelling then went back turns from Atlanta Ga., accompanied and crusting of scalp, as in scaled
Dr. Winston's, back of Walker's drug inside
and Officer Hurley tried to by his son, Robert, who attends head-all demand a remedy of almost
superhuman virtues to successfully
store. Ad)14Y-to D. A. Yeiser.
reason with him, telling the manager school at Princeton, New Jersey.
cope with them. That Cuticura Soap,
Attorney
John G. Miller, Jr., re- Ointment,
he should not act that way. Snelling
and Pills are such erten&
Apply
FOR RENT-2 rooms.
turned last night from Danville. Ky., proven beyond all doubt.
seemed
wild,
yelled
and
to
the
room 6 Yeiser building. Joe GottOen&
c
&Ad
the wont Collens=
patrolman that the brass buttons did where the two former went to attend miont,
Mc Oa tons •I
W.,
heart.
a.easta..41r407.4
pet vial al iv=
not signify anything, that he vvai the exercises at graduation of then 1.111., lie .s.
Des
son, who attends the college there.
"
FOR RENT- Nicelly furnished from Chicago, and for the officer to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
W.
Scott.
rooms. Front. Apply at 314 North .:are come in and get him. Patrol- Misses Della and Fannie Coleman
man Hurley went in, and like he
Sixth street.
always does, "got" Snelling. He was Susie Thompson, Nell Holland and
hauled down to jail in the patrol' Messrs. John Brooks, Douglas Bagby,
SENATOR ALLISON IS ILL. wagon, and went io submissively Harry Gilbert, Paid Province, Bennie
that he did not appear much the Frank and Arthur Everitt have gonc
to Cincinnati to make the round
I owan's Condition Said to Give had man" he started out to be..
trip aboard the steamer Georgia Lee.
On his way toftlait. hall Snelling
Lawyer J. Campbell Flournoy reFriends at Capital Much Concern.
remarked that he guessed he would
be hauled before sense "rube judge" turned yesterday from Atlanta, Ga.
Miss Bertha Fostmeyer of Evanstu's morning, but probably before
ville, Ind., is visiting Mrs. Harry C.
Washington, June
15.-Senator ;odge Sanders
finishes with him the
Rhodes of West Jefferson street.
Allison of Iowa is confined to his hinchstand maisagdr
win doubtless
Miss May Stout of Helena Ark,
cpartments with a recurrence of the think
his Honor is "quite up-tois visiting her cousin, Mrs. Lewis L.
indisposition from which he suffered ciate."
1:ebout of Fourth and Monroe.
about two months ago.
The senMr. Charles Horton and wife this
ator's condition is such that it given
Rowdy Crowd at Depot.
morning left for a visit in Elkton,
concern to his friends, but tho3e
Yesterday afternoon late,
'near him express the opinion that tht
Bud Ky., 'where they, wilt be gon until
Ilium, Ernest Ozmont and James the last of next week.
. ailment will yield to treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Vamne#r and
Underwood were out at the depot
Mr. and Mrs. Lige Baker have reColored Man Charged.
'mooching" everybody and raising
acket by cursing. Officers Hurley turned from sojourninu pk, Dawson
Coastable A. C. Shelton yesterday Lnd Singery
made them leave the de- Springs
arrested Charles Appleton, colored,
pot, and whetalkay got down apiece
on a breach of the peace warrant.
they yelled to the officers to come 4..h4I+++4.4.-e ...P.s...1044411•11444-4-4-•
They fit right-They feel right.
that charges the darky with cursing
and get them if the patrolmen •
•
Mary compton, negress, in the I. C.
ihought they were able to.
Being
RIVER RIPPLING&
railrqed yards
Appleton will be
pretty hefty, Patrolmen Hurley and
tried this afternoon by Magistrate
Sit gery are able to take most any- 4e4-4-1.-1es1-++++++4.4-4-1-4-144.4.44.4.4.4.
Emery.
cne, so they showed the trio this accasion was no exception to the rule,
Nickle frames
St.00
&ascribe for the Daily Register
and after a short chase, rounded up
Gold filled
The steamer Buttorff will leave
$3.30
the three and placed them in jail.
Solid Gold
Nashville today and get here tomorS5.00
Hopes Banished.
row. She lays until noon Monday
Eyes Tested Free by GraduThe
police
W13 beirme departing for Cedarville.
department
ate Optician.
exulting yesterday because of tht
The Jo Fowler went to Evansv;Ile
fact that they had not received the yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
ily report of numerous robberies She lays at the wharf then until to
And thefts, but their exurberance did o'clock Monday morning before again
not lase longer than early last even- departing.
log, when Lieutenant Thomas Potter
The John S. Hopkins leaves today
got a message from Fisher White for Evansville and does not COTI14
!
sides, who reported the theft of his back again until Tuesday.
bicycle.
The Kentucky gets out for the
Every day for nearly hree months Tenttessee river tonight. She comes
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
ilow the robbery reports have ranged back again next Thursday evening.
gay Broadway.
lira one to as many as ten, and
The Georgia Lee gets to Louisville
when all of yesterday passed and th- tomorrow, Cincinaati Monday, and
day force went off without any com- leaves the latter place next Tuesday
-Yesterday morning
Bartendt
r aints of this nature being lodged, on her return this way.
Arthur Den-snick of the Parkins sa
the chief and assistants were feeling
The Peters Lee passes down today loon on Meyers
street in Mechanics
to 3o0 horse power. Best, cheap- Fretty good, but their hopes were bound for Memphis from Cincinnati.
burg, seated himself on an empty
vst and most economical.
banished about dusk when this wheel
The City of Saltillo will pass out whisky barrel out tn front of die
Special attention to electric light- was reported stolen.
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow saloon. He lit a cigar, dropped the
ing plants.
night or Monday, en route to St. burning end through the open bungPistol Battle With Robbers.
Yesterday word came
to
the Louis.
hole into the barren. The alcoholic
The City of Savannah leaves St. fumes inside caused the barrel to
authorities here that early the prePaducah, Ky.
cding morning Mr. Harry Edwards, Louis this afternoon and gets here explode, throwing
Dernmick some
HIVE
crr-Trrater-trr-ilutfr,, and -11111rfterET a wn
-Miw in
er- burglars in his store where they Tennessee river.
front of the, grog shop.
had a light preparing to pilfer.
Edwards anil a friend scared away
the thieves who ran for the woods,
and were fired at several times by
the proprietor. The robbers retuxned
Is better for summer
th fusillade, but got away without
complaints than
pure
b•ing hit, or hitting anyone. They
home made
Lad just entered the place and were
detectd before anything was stolen.
Child Mistreated.
Officer Thomas Sanders, of the
Humane society, yesterday got his
first warrant charging anyone with
We have the genuA'
cruelly treating a child. The docuine
article in 25c,
ment
was
against Mrs. Dora Drake
50c and $1 botOes.
of Sixteenth street and
Goebel
avenue, and charges her with unmercifully whipping a child she is
rPising for a relative. The case conies
up in the police court today.
INCORPORATED.
This' morning at R o'clock the
Fifth and Ww87. steamer Dick Fowler
1Druggletn
leaves for Cairo
and comes back tonight about it.
Both Phones is

iCamleiter,s
Cek-tcraiedl
Road'
Paste
is New On Sale
At
McPherson,s
Drug Store.

WONDERFUL CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES

WAS 1TCHINC TO BE TAKEN
AND SJRELY GOT "TOOK"

WANTS

TORTURING, DISFIGURING

PADUCAH CHAUTAUQUA
Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:
Saturday, June t6.
Children's Day.
School children of
McCracken
couuty i6 years old and ussier admitted free.
te:30-Lecture "Telepathy"
Dr. Krebs
2-Humorous Lecture
Herbert L. Cop:
4--Concert
Lady Washington Quartet
7.30-Concert
Lady W a:Arington..
8-An Evening of Magic
Robert Wessman

J. L. WOLFF,

Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes

Thansday, June at.
8:30-Children's Athletics.
9:3o-Facts of Spiritualism as Revealed by Science
Dr. Krebs
1o:30-Health Lecture.
2—Oliver Twiet....Mr. W. S. Bettis
4-Lecture Recital "Dr. Henry Van
Dyke"
Mess Hentensbay
7:3*-C•oncert.
8-Science Lecture With Demonstrations in Liquid Air and
Wireless Telegraphy
Prof. W. 3. Patty

Sundial', Jun. 31"
a-Address
"MIN ,11.110 is.
Capt. Richard'P. Hobson
8:3e-Children's Athletics.
4-ReadMg "The Bronsons"
9:38-Health Lectuses.
Wallace Bruce Arnsbury, runic
10:30--Jaunts to Haunts of Bsitish
Lad, WaAhingtons.
Pbete, Rydal bSount and Weeds7-Ottauqui Vesper.
worth
James H. Shaw
Lady Wushingtons , 2—Ross Crane, Entertainer.
8-Adelnesm
s "The
004.3.
Hj
idude
nen zip-land" — '4-Lecture Recital "James Whitcome Riley" ... Miss Hemenway.
a.
-Dr. S. L. Krebs
4
7:30-Concert.
8-Scientific Lecture, Radium
Prof. W. B. Patty
8:30-Children's Physical Culture.
9:30-Health Lecture
Saturday, June 53.
Prof. U. G. Fletcher
8:30--€1tildren's Athleties.
iskyo•-"Five Big Things in Your
Maid'
Dc. 1Crebs 913o-Health Lecture.
10:30-Jaunts to Haunts of British
3-"Ballads of Bourbannais"
Poets, Brentwood and Ruskin...
Mr. Arnebisry, music, Lady Wash
James H. Shaw
*MP"
a-"A Man Among Men"
4--LitVittait---Recita: "Childhood in
Ptre,\V*
Dr. L. G. Herbert
Miss Ruth Hemenway
7-3o-toncert ....Lady Washingtons 4-1-ecture Recital "The Tempest"
Miss flemenwap
8-Plemmons Lecture "The Snolly7r3o-Concert.
gostate,j, .
P
.
.
o.
litics
Col, H. W. J. Ham fr-Entertainment, Ross Crane, Cartoonist.
••••••-•••....•

. June rp.
Ath leties.
!aridity, June set
are.
2.--Address "Lofty Peaks in Ameriand Premonitions"
oan Statesmanship"
. 09p.
Dr. Krebs
Father G. T. Nagel
.-"Old Times in Dixie
4-Ross Crane.
Col. H. W. J. Ham 7-Vospers.
4-Lecturallecital "The Rise of the
:31s.-Conecrt.
lihnorical Novel," Reading of "If
8--Address.. Rabbi Leo Mznheimmer
I Were King" ..Miss Hemenway.
Ihdividual season tickets can he
7.30-Concert ....Lady Washington.
secured from the merchants at $1.9s.
8-'Riche4en"
The same ticket at the gate will b*
Wallace Bruce Arnsbnry $2.c.o.
By presenting this ticket at
Wednesday, June so.
the gate and so crafts additional it
8:30--Children's Athletic.
will he made transferable for an/
9:38-Health Lecture.
one% use
to:30-"Frauds of Spiriteslism"....
Children's tickets, 6 to 12, her
Dr. )(MAI price-under 6 free.
a--Dinie Before the War"
Single admission 25 cents.
Dr. A. W. Lamar
Children 15 cents.
4-Lecture Recital "The- Eternal
Tents put up ready for use, RIMS
Feminine"
Miss Hemenway S:too up, owing to size. For tents
7 -3o- R ea ding
Mr. Anrebury see Mr. Will Hummel.
8:3
9:3010:30--

OUT NANCE.
Manager.

DELI6HILD

Eye Glasses

8-Nicholas Nickleby
Mr. William Sterling Batt:

M. KAMM
imbebest

GUY NANCE

Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Lek and Injured Only.
513 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NX1HT,
NEW PHONE 134.

OLD PHOME 699.
PAnUCAH. KY

DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for a corn n,encement gift or a wedding,grwassa
let as call your attention to a few new things we have. You must sea am
beautiful line of

Niagara Falls Cut Glass

perfect line of

High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the sesortment we home
In Fancy Sterling silver peices-on r prices special for lery---1111pos
pined work at % price is knives f orks, and spoons.,
Entrirving free on each peice.
Call early tor choice of selection.

Eyes Tested Free.
J. A. Konetzka,
ETE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co.
Jeweler aid'BM&

HARRY E. WALLACE,

Nothing

3r3 Broadway. Chithries Okt Stand.

gi

II

EMERSON FLOATING. PALACE
Presents "HUMPTY OUMPTY" aid the
"BUCK DWAIF" at the river

FRIDAY,JUNE 22
•

BUY.

TR

Blackberry Cordial

EWATER- COAL

IT IS the BEST 'fs
'Coallor wagons7at Elevator
Both Telephones 254.
root of Ill

Kent
wes
ucky
t
Coal
Co.
1.•

W kLIcER & CO.,

Sn.

-

..,4
10
01100.1j6

.....satinsinikirdlintilinszosesaress-

Incorporated.

PON

